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ID Summary

- draft-knutsen-tcpm-middlebox-discovery-03
  - Defines a new TCP Option for in-band discovery of middleboxes
  - Designed from the ground up to:
    - Consume only a single TCP Option Kind for all vendors who need this capability
    - Allow for safe proprietary use as well as future standardized use
    - Includes lessons from years of practical implementation experience
  - Incorporates numerous good suggestions from tcpm mailing list
ID Status

- Working Group has chosen not to take this up as a WG item
- Draft has been submitted for IESG approval
Evolving Internet Connectivity

- 1980’s: Direct IP to IP connections
- 1990’s: Firewalls and NATs become prevalent on nearly all paths
- 2000’s: Increasing use of higher level middleboxes
  - Proxies (caching, security)
  - Access points
  - Acceleration devices
  - Load balancers
  - Rate shaping / TCP “enhancing” devices
What about End-to-End Arguments?

_Moving away from end to end_

For its first 20 years, much of the Internet’s design has been guided by the end to end arguments. To a large extent, the core of the network provides a very general data transfer service, which is used by all the different applications running over it. The individual applications have been designed in different ways, but mostly in ways that are sensitive to the advantages of the end to end design approach. However, over the last few years, a number of new requirements have emerged for the Internet and its applications. To certain stakeholders, these various new requirements might best be met through the addition of new mechanism in the core of the network. This perspective has, in turn, raised concerns among those who wish to preserve the benefits of the original Internet design.

- David D. Clark, Marjory S. Blumenthal, “Rethinking the design of the Internet: The end to end arguments vs. the brave new world”, August 10, 2000.

- Paper outlines many requirements that we see today
Today’s Drivers

- **Security**
  - Cybercrime and malware are growing problems

- **Performance**
  - Bandwidth savings via advanced compression technologies
  - Latency savings via protocol optimizations
  - Improved goodput via TCP optimizations

- New emerging market for proxies as IPv6 transition appliances
Discovery Example

This diagram shows the setup of a Transparent ADN Tunnel
Known Problems

- There are a few problems we see all the time which the IETF could have an impact on:
  - TCP ACK storms
    - Application Networking devices often use “fail-to-wire” bridging
    - If fully transparent, when failure happens, ACK storm ensues
  - Asymmetric routing (or routing changes)
    - Often cited as a key reason transparent intercept is incompatible with Internet architecture
    - But – vendors have numerous proprietary solutions to handle this
  - Amplification of known issues
    - PMTU black holes
    - Broken support for RFC1323 and other extensions to TCP and IP
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